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FIG. 12. Total cross sections for electron ejection from oxygen, hydrogen, and helium target gases by protons as a
function of proton energy: &, present data for hydrogen and data of Rudd and Madison (Ref. 2) for helium; 0, data of
Hooper and co-workers (Ref. 13); +, dataof DeHeeret al. (Ref. 14); 6, dataof Crooks andRudd (Ref.6); &&, data of Rudd
et al. (Ref. 9); C, data of Solov'ev et al. (Ref. 15);, data of Gilbody and Lee (Ref. 16); , data of Afrosimov et al.
(Ref. 17); solid lines, calculations using Eq. (2); dashed line, calculations for hydrogen using Eq. (3) with AF~-—1.8 eV,
4E2——3 eV, and I=15.422, normalized at 20 keV to present data.

For hydrogen, AE, =15.4 —1 3.6 eV=1.8 eV and
AE, is approxi. mately 3 eV. The resulting cross
section is not sensitive to the values of ~y and
~E, provided they are small. Calculations using
Eq. (6) for hydrogen, normalized to the experi-
mental data at 20 keV, are plotted as the dashed
line in Fig. 12. The dependence on proton energy
is dominated by the T' ' dependence from o „,and

so is not much different from the first-power de-
pendence on T for hydrogen and helium or the T'"
dependence for other targets given by Eq. (2) at
low energies.
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FIG. 13. Average energy of electrons ejected from
hydrogen as a function of proton energy: 0, present
data; ~, data of Rudd et al. (Bef. 9) +, data of Budd and
Jorgensen (Bef. 10); solid line, calculation from Eq. (3).

/

FIG. 14. Schematic correlation diagram showing pro-
posed transitions accounting for exponential energy de-
pendence of electron-ejection cross sections on electron
energy (see text).
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FIG. l. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Representative TOF
spectra for 2-keV beam at 50 . The arrow indicates the expect-
ed TOF for n-p interactions.

ergy E~ is dependent on both 0 and the neutron energy E„,
according to E~ =E„sin 0. Data were taken at 12.5' and
50' using the 24-keV beam, and at various angles ranging
from 7.5 to 50' using the 2-keV beam. The time of flight
(TOF) of the neutron between the target and Li-glass
detectors was used to tag the neutron energy, and hence
the energy of the recoil proton within the target scintilla-
tor. A representative TOF spectra for the 2-keV neutron
beam at 50 is shown in Fig. 1. Because of the much
smaller n-C cross section and the lower carbon recoil ve-
locity at a given neutron scattering angle, no peaks at the
positions expected for n-carbon interactions were ob-
served.
For the highest proton recoil energy data point the

number of photoelectrons (PE's) observed was obtained
directly from the pulse-height spectrum of the target scin-
tillator, since in this case the scintillation yield was large
enough to allow a two-PE peak to be apparent in the spec-
trum. Poisson statistics relates the single-PE-to-double-
PE event-rate ratio to the mean number of photoelectrons,
p =0.48+ 0.08, produced by the 14.1-keV proton recoil.
This, along with the event rate within the TOF peak and
the n-p and n-Li cross sections, determined the flux of the
24-keV beam. This flux was used to calculate, based on
event rates, the number of PE's at lower recoil energies in
the 24-keV data set for which the number of double-PE
events was too small to be observed. The 2-keV data were
normalized to the 24-keV set using the 12.5 data point in
the 24-keV set (E~ =1.12 keV) and the 50' point in the
2-keV data set (E~ =1.17 keV). The event rate at each
angle was obtained from the data, using a Monte Carlo
computation to simulate the background from multiple
scattering in the target scintillator.
The factor relating the number of PE's produced to the
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FIG. 2. Light yield vs proton velocity for data taken at 2 and
24 keV. See text for explanation of the curves.

scintillation yield was obtained by calibrating the target
scintillator with an 'Am alpha source (see Ref. 12 for
details of this technique). The yields for the 24- and 2-
keV data, expressed as total emitted photon energy, are
shown in Fig. 2 as functions of proton velocity. Also
shown are data from Harvey and Hill, ' Ahlen, Liss,
Lane, and Liu, ' and the well-known high-energy relation
L, =0.03E. The yield has been calculated using a model
we have developed for the light emitted per unit path
length, dL/dX, which is written in the form

dL/dX =er(dN/dX), /(1+ Q, (dN/dX) „]
where t. ~

=3 eV is the average energy of a photon reaching
a PMT, (dN/dX), is the linear density of singlet-state
excitations of n.-bond electrons, and Q, is the quenching
parameter which accounts for scintillator saturation. '

We have not taken into account triplet states in this mod-
el. They do not contribute to scintillation since they are
normally quenched by dissolved oxygen before they can
decay, ' nor do they contribute significantly to Q, since
triplet-singlet annihilation rates are smaller than singlet-
singlet rates. ' We can express (dN/dX), as a function
of the electronic stopping power 5, via the relation
e„(dN/dX), =3AS, with

A = [(1 eV)/e] (n,/n«&) (1 —3f/4),
where e is the mean excitation energy of outer-shell elec-
trons (inner-shell excitations of carbon atoms evolve to
outer-shell excitations through Auger emission and thus
are not treated explicitly), n Jn«& is the fraction of outer-
shell electrons which are of the n-bond type, and f is the
fraction of excitations of outer-shell electrons which result
in ionization. From known properties of aromatic mole-
cules, ' we set @=9 eV and n /n«&= —,'. The known
e%ciency of scintillator to high-speed particles impliesD.J.Ficenec,	S.P.	Ahlen,	A.A.	Martin,	J.A.	

Musser,	and	G.	Tarle,	Phys.	Rev.	D	36,	311	
(1987).
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that A 0.01 for protons with E & 100 keU. For small
speeds (protons with E & 1 keV), we set f=0 (kinematics
are unfavorable for ionization at low velocity and level-
mixing mechanisms prefer excitation over ionization'6).
In this limit, 2 0.022. Intermediate values for A were
obtained by an interpolation in InE. Q, depends on pro-
jectile velocity as a result of changes in the dose profile.
For P )0.1, Q, = 1.00 && 10 cm from high-energy
data, ' and for P&0.01, Q, =2.0x10 cm was deter-
mined by fitting the data from this experiment. Inter-
mediate values were obtained by an interpolation in P
To calculate the primary scintillation yield, f(dL/
dX)dE/Stot from this model, total stopping power
St t S +S, has been evaluated by using the nuclear

stopping power (S„„,) from Lindhard, Scharff, and
Schiott' and Wilson, Haggmark, and Biersack, ' and
several models for S, were used. For all models, which
are displayed in Fig. 2, the total yield L(E) includes the
primary yield as well as that due to all secondary cascade
protons. For the curve in Fig. 2 labeled LL;„gh„g a linear
velocity dependence in the electronic stopping power down
to arbitrarily small velocities was assumed. Also shown in
Fig. 2 are two models which have been used in the past to
predict the scintillation response to very-low-energy parti-
cles. A sharp response threshold occurs in the model of
Ahlen-Tarle" at a velocity of 6x10 c. The model
developed by Ritson to estimate the response of scintil-
lators to monopoles has been modified by us to be ap-
propriate for protons. It is apparent that both of these
models were overly conservative in their prediction, of
scintillation at low velocities. The best fit for the data is
obtained if we modify the Lindhard stopping with an adia-
batic correction factor of the form FAc(P) =1—exp( —P /P$), where Po =7x 10 . FAc, which indi-
cates the reduced efficiency for electronic excitation at low
velocities, is shown in Fig. 2. The absence of a sharp
threshold in FAc is due either to level mixing effects or to
high-velocity tails in the electron momenta distributions.
It is important to note here that the light emission we have
observed is due to electronic excitation and not to col-
lisional disruptions (e.g. , hydrogen vacancy production).
We have calculated the light output from vacancy produc-
tion and found that it is constrained to an efficiency of less
than 2.5% by the lowest-velocity data and cannot account
for the light yield for velocities exceeding =4x 10 c.
One important aspect of this result is its impact on the

interpretation of GUT-monopole searches employing scin-
tillators. In Fig. 3 we show the region of specific light
yield versus velocity permitted by our data for several
types of particles. Unlike protons, the nuclear stopping
power of a monopole is a small fraction of the total stop-
ping power at most velocities. Therefore, the upper bound
on the scintillation yield for a bare monopole was taken to
be the light output due only to the primary yield from the
electronic stopping calculated from the Ahlen-Kinoshita
formalism, ' modified by FAc. However, our data do not
rule out a cutoff in scintillation response for monopoles. It
is possible that the smaller interaction strength between a
monopole and an electron (compared to that of a proton
and electron) prevents level-mixing effects which can
wash out a sharp threshold (see Ref. 22 for an example of
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FIG. 3. Specific light yield for bare GUT monopoles, dyons

(monopole-proton pair), and —,
' e superstring particles. The al-

lowed regions are shaded. The abrupt increase for monopoles
with P) 0. 1 is due to production of delta rays whose scintilla-
tion emission is not quenched.
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Flux Beam Reactor support staff. This work was support-
ed by the National Science Foundation Grant. No. PHY.
85-19440 and the Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-AC02-76ER01112.

this phenomenon involving K-shell excitation of carbon by
various ions). Thus we have taken the model of Ahlen-
Tarle as a lower bound on the light yield for bare mono-
poles. The yield for a dyon, a coupled electric-magnetic
charge which has the same properties with respect to ener-
gy loss as a monopole-proton composite, is more certain
since = —,

' of the light yield is due to the electric charge.
We obtain the dyon curve from FAc stopping power in-
cluding the primary and secondary yield from the proton
(assuming the mass of a GUT monopole) and the primary
yield from the monopole. The bump in the curve at
P= 7 && 10 is due to the secondary yield from the elec-
tric charge. We have also shown the predicted light yield
for very massive & e electrically charged superstring parti-
cles. Because of the small projectile/atomic-charge ratio
and the subsequent possibility of a threshold effect, the
primary stopping from the Ahlen-Tarle model provides
the most conservative estimate of the yield. If there is no
threshold effect, the primary stopping from the FAg model
could be used to estimate the yield.
To summarize, scintillators can be seen to be competi-

tive with all other types of GUT-monopole detectors over
all astrophysically possible velocities and charge states. In
the new region of velocity explored in this experiment,
substantial scintillation signals can be obtained for both
bare monopoles and monopoles bound to protons. Since
an encounter with a star is the only proposed mechanism
for obtaining velocities well below 10 c and since a
monopole that emerges from such an encounter will have
attached a proton, scintillators are the only reliable tech-
nique that can be used to detect monopoles in this velocity
range and that can be depolyed in large areas.

M.E.	Rudd,	Phys.	Rev.	A	20,	787	(1987).

For	LXe… issue	is	the	struck	xenon	
atom	and	the	response	to	that…
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used for the WIMP search analysis [3], which is possible
due to the small number of accidental coincidence events430

that can pass as legitimate double-scatters. An estimate
of the number of accidental coincidence double-scatter
events is provided in Sec. III D.

Multiple neutron interactions at similar z can be
misidentified as single interaction vertices if there is435

significant overlap in the S2 waveforms. The intrinsic
S2 pulse width for a single neutron interaction site is
due to the length of the detector’s luminescent gas gap.
There is additional z0 dependent contribution to the
intrinsic S2 signal width due to the longitudinal di↵usion440

of electrons drifting in the liquid xenon [29]. A cut on
the root-mean-square of the charge arrival time (RMS
width) within S2 pulses was used to preferentially reject
overlapping S2 signals. The optimum value of this upper
limit on the RMS width was determined to be 775 ns445

via simulation. This cut accepts 99% of true single-
interaction vertices, while rejecting 69% of combined
multiple-interaction vertices. The remaining events
containing S2 pulses composed of combined multiple
interaction vertices contribute to the background of450

events described in Sec. III D.
The reconstructed (x0,y0) position of the first scatter

vertex satisfied the neutron energy purity cuts discussed
in Sec. II. Forward scatter events were selected by
ensuring that the second scatter has a y0 position deeper455

into the liquid xenon along the beam path than the first
scatter. The Euclidean distance ⇢ was defined as the
separation of scatter vertices in physical 3D space. A
cut ensuring ⇢ > 5 cm removed events with dominant
systematic bias in angle reconstruction due to position460

reconstruction uncertainties.
Maximum signal size cuts on S1 and S2 were used to

reject electron recoil events. The thresholds for these
cuts were conservatively informed using NEST v0.98 and
NEST v1.0 for electron recoil and nuclear recoil signal465

yields, respectively [16, 30]. The cut S1 < 300 phd
accepts >99% of D-D neutron double-scatter events.
The cut S2 < 5000 phd, applied to both scatters in
each event, accepts >99% of all D-D neutron S2 pulses
while rejecting all 39.6 keVee gamma rays from inelastic470

neutron scatters on 129Xe. The next lowest-energy
gamma ray resulting from an inelastic scatter is due to
the 80.2 keVee excitation of 131Xe, which is well outside
of the parameter space of interest.

A cut on S2[y0
2] was used to ensure a high e�ciency for475

the detection of the combined S1 signal. A requirement
was imposed that S2[y0

2] > 225 phd. This minimum
cut on S2[y0

2] ensured a 90% e�ciency for detecting the
combined S1 for double-scatter events due to the summed
S1 contribution from the second scatter alone. This480

cut accepts > 70% of underlying double-scatter nuclear
recoils before other cuts are applied and is flat as a
function of the energy deposited at the first scattering
vertex.

For double-scatter events with both vertices within the485

projection of the neutron conduit, there can be ambiguity

as to which vertex occurred first. A cut on S2[y0
2] <

1500 phd was e↵ective in removing events in which a
first scatter with ✓ ⇠ 180 degrees is followed by a second
scatter in the cylinder of the beam at smaller y0. Monte490

Carlo studies demonstrated that this cut accepts 89% of
good candidate D-D neutron forward scatter events while
rejecting 95% of potential events where the vertices may
have been incorrectly ordered by the analysis.
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Figure 3. The gray points represent the measured ionization
signal for each of the 1031 events remaining after all cuts in
the double-scatter dataset. The gold crosses illustrate the
estimated error associated with the most precisely measured
individual events, both in ionization signal and reconstructed
energy. The measured ionization signal for each bin is
represented by the blue crosses. As discussed in Sec. III B,
the mean recoil energy of the event population in each
bin, represented by the location of the blue crosses on the
horizontal axis, has been corrected for Eddington bias. The
red error bars at the bottom of the plot represent the
systematic uncertainty associated with this Eddington bias
correction.

D. Data analysis495

The per-event ionization signal is defined as the
number of electrons escaping recombination with ions
at the interaction site, ne, for a given recoil energy
deposition. The ionization signal was determined for
each event by dividing the position-corrected S2 by the500

electron extraction e�ciency and by the measured single
electron size. The uncertainty on the single electron size
is subdominant (⌧1%) to other uncertainties in the Qy

analysis. The 1031 events remaining after the application
of all cuts are shown as gray points in Fig. 3. These events505

were divided into eleven keVnra bins. The two lowest-
energy bins span the regions from 0.3-0.65 keVnra and
0.65–1.0 keVnra, respectively. The remaining nine bins
are logarithmically spaced from 1–30 keVnra. Histograms



I.I.Oleinik and	N.M.	Kuznetsov,	
Khimicheskaya Fizika 12,	1339	(1993)

Below:	the	actual	measured	uv emission	cross	
section	in	Xe+Xe collisions… using	a	gas	jet	as	
source	of	Xe atoms.		The	lowest	curve	has	the	
resolutions	unfolded.			The	threshold	for	
ionization	in	these	units	is	12.1	eV	center-of-
mass	energy,	or,	24.2	eV	beam	energy.	From	
U.Buck et	al.
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U.Buck,	L.Mattera,	D.Pust,	and	D.	Haaks,	Chem.	
Phys.	Lett.	62,	562	(1979).

Xenon	



Oroville	1984… 0𝜈ββ	searchDavid	
Caldwell
UCSB

Backgrounds!!
Manhattan	Project	Low	Background	

Counting	Facility	– Pajarito Canyon,	away	
from	radioactivity,	noisy	power,	etc.



Back(grounds)	to	the	Future

• Long-lived	radioactive	chains
• The	3	emanations		(Radon,	

Thoron,	Actinon)
• (alpha,n)

Irene,	Marie,	Eve	CurieManhattan	Projected	Low	Background	Counting	
Facility	– Pajarito Canyon,	away	from	

radioactivity,	noisy	power,	etc.
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Oroville

Not	per	
nucleon

Vector	Coupling
K.	Greist/Scalar/Higgs	-

Later



Tangent:	Simple	Majorana Neutrino	WIMP
(old,	2006,	CDMS-II)

Axial/Spin	Dependent	
Coupling



Tangent	- More	recent	plot	(2017)
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Xenon	– best	for	
generalized	EFT	
couplings,	except	
proton-specific	
(PICO)

Compare… Argon

● 9	`stable’	isotopes
● 2	with	unpaired	neutron
● Would	love	to	deplete	

136Xe

AZ τ½ or f Jp
122Xe 20	h 0+
123Xe 2.1	h (1/2)+
124Xe 0.10 % 0+
125Xe 17	h (1/2)+
126Xe 0.09	% 0+
127Xe 36	d (1/2)+
128Xe 1.91	% 0+
129Xe 26.4	% (1/2)+
130Xe 4.1	% 0+
131Xe 21.2 % (3/2)+
132Xe 26.9	% 0+
133Xe 5.2	d (3/2)+
134Xe 10.4	% 0+
135Xe 9.1	h (3/2)+
136Xe 8.9	%	(2.2×1021 y) 0+



God	made	the	bulk;	the	devil	
sneaked	the	surfaces	in

CDMS-II	(2009)	- Soudan

Electron	Recoils

Surface	Events

Nuclear	Recoils

10	keV



Sanford	U.R.F.	Lead,	South	Dakota



Sanford	Underground	Research	Facility

Davis	Cavern	1480	m	
(4200	mwe)

LUX	Water	Tank

LUX/LZ	
Here



LZ	– Less	Zagan

7	tonne active	volume
liquid	Xe TPC;	10	tonnes total

Existing
water	
tank

Gd-loaded	
scintillator	

outer	
detector

Holding	a	CDMS	detector	in	hand



Sneaky	demons	on	the	surfaces
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LZ	Titanium	Cryostat
super	low	background	(Pawel	Majewski)
• Fabrication	complete	at	
Loterios in	Italy



Cryostat	is	at	the	lab	in	South	Dakota!



LZ	Low	Radon	Clean	Room	at	
Sanford	Lab	in	South	Dakota

• Low	radon,	class	100-1000	cleanroom	
ready	at	SURF	for	first	parts

• Radon	reduction	system	installed
• Underground	improvements	started,	to	

finish	by	May



LZ	titanium	cryostat	in	that	clean	
room



LZ	Background	table… tl;dr from	screening	measurements,	physics	calcs,	simulations

Surface	devils	– getters,	cables,	plumbing

Surface	devils	– dust,	radon	daughters

Surface	devils	– earth’s	atmosphere



Plots	of	the	expected	LZ	background	
from	screening	measurements,	physics	calcs,	simulations



Plot	of	the	SCDMS	background

Ben	Loer



ER	Calibration:	LUX	CH3T	Injection

Nuclear	Recoil	(NR)	Signal

tritiated methane
(100,000’s)

DD	neutrons

Electron	Recoil	(ER)	Background
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5.6	tonnes – start	early	2020



LZ	Projected	SD	WIMP	sensitivity
5.6	tonnes – start	early	2020



The	LXe future	(other	than	expansion)

●Dope	with	Helium	or	Neon
●Dope	with	CH4●Study/improve	S2-only
●Further	Suppress	Radon	etc
Would	love	to	deplete	136Xe
(cost	requires	0𝜈ββ	
cooperation,	or,	a	detection)



Low	energy/mass	– Liquid	Helium
(Bob	Lanou… Dan	McKinsey/Scott	Hertel)

20	tonnes.
2005


